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Abstract— The brain tumors, are the most common and 

aggressive disease, leading to a very short life expectancy in 

their highest grade. Thus, treatment planning is a key stage to 

improve the quality of life of patients. Generally, various 

image techniques such as Computed Tomography (CT), 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and ultrasound image 

are used to evaluate the tumor in a brain, lung, liver, breast, 

prostate…etc. Especially, in this work MRI images are used 

to diagnose tumor in the brain. Brain tumors are having large 

variability in their characteristics compared to the other 

cancer tissues. So that for effective classification 

convolutional neural network (CNN) is used. The extraction 

of the segmented brain tumor is done by using MATLAB. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Brain tumor is an unrestrained group of tissue may be 

implanted in the regions of the brain that makes the 

responsive functioning of the body to be disabled. Tumor can 

be divided into two types: benign and malignant tumors.  

Benign tumors are those which are able of spreading 

and affecting the other healthy brain tissue. Malignant tumors 

are typically grows outside of brain and called brain cancer. 

An image technique plays a central role in the diagnosis and 

treatment of brain tumor. Imaging of the tumors can be done 

by many ways such as Computed Tomography (CT) scan, 

Ultrasound and magnetic resonance image (MRI). Due to its 

non- invasive and soft tissues with high resolution MRI 

(Magnetic Resonance, MR) image has become an important 

diagnosis of brain tumors Tool. MRI image for a brain 

includes large amount of spatial information on brain 

structure and it can be utilized to medical diagnostics. Brain 

tumors are considered as one of the most deadly and difficult 

to identify and be treated forms of cancer.  

Magnetic resonance (MR) image segmentation of a 

brain is a very important and exigent task that is needed for 

the purpose of diagnosing brain tumors and other 

neurological diseases. Brain tumors have different 

characteristics such as size, shape, location, and image 

intensities. They may deform neighbouring structures and if 

there is edema with the tumor, intensity properties of the 

nearby region change. An automatic segmentation of the 

brain MRI image is necessary because manual segmentation 

requires more time and can be subjected to errors. A fast 

reliable technique is necessary to detect the brain tumor 

because treatment planning is the key method to improve the 

survival period of oncological patients. 

This project presents Brain Tumor Segmentation 

using Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) that reduces 

operators and errors. The Convolution Neural Network 

(CNN) classification is done where the tumor and non-tumor 

images are obtained in less time with high accuracy and, low 

complexity. And the implementation is done by using 

MATLAB.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) Baljinder Singh ;  Pankaj Aggarwal "Detection of brain 

tumor using modified mean-shift based fuzzy c-mean 

segmentation from MRI Images" Information 

Technology, Electronics and Mobile Communication 

Conference (IEMCON), 2017 8th IEEE Annual 3-5 Oct. 

2017 

In this MRI has been considered because it provides accurate 

visualization of anatomical structure of tissues. The 

conventional mean shift technique utilizes radially symmetric 

kernels. However, a temporary coherence will be decrease in 

the existence of unnatural structures as well as noises in the 

image. This specific reduce coherence may not be effectively 

discovered by radially symmetric kernels.  

2) Najeebullah Shah; Sheikh Ziauddin; Ahmad R. Shahid 

"Brain tumor segmentation and classification using 

cascaded random decision forests” Brain tumor 

segmentation and classification using cascaded random 

decision forests  27-30 June 2017 

Automated segmentation and classification of brain tumor is 

important to avoid misdiagnosis and to improve chances of 

patients' survival. In this paper, we present a fully automated 

technique for segmentation and classification of brain tumor 

into three different regions namely Complete Tumor, Tumor 

Core and Enhancing Tumor. We use a cascaded Random 

Decision Forest (RDF) model for classification. 

3) B. Suneetha ;  A. JhansiRani "A survey on image 

processing techniques for brain tumor detection using 

magnetic resonance imaging" Innovations in Green 

Energy and Healthcare Technologies (IGEHT), 2017 

International Conference on 16-18 March 2017 

Early detection of Brain Tumor is a challenging task as 

symptoms appear in the advanced stages of tumor. To provide 

a better result in brain tumor detection Magnetic Resonance 

Image is most widely preferred. To give better discovery of 

tumor without influencing an ordinary tissue is exceptionally 

difficult process. In order to revise the drawbacks, we propose 

another novel system for Brain tumor detection through 

(MRI) Magnetic Resonance Imaging.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

CNN is used to achieve some breakthrough results and the 

Convolutional layers are used to convolute signal or an image 

with kernels to obtain feature maps. So, a unit in a feature 

map is connected to the previous layer through the weights of 

the kernels. Sometimes small clusters may be erroneously 

classified as a tumor. To deal with, volumetric constraints are 
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utilized to remove clusters in the segmentation obtained by 

CNN that are smaller than a predefined threshold value. 

Overall this project proposes a novel method of 

brain MRI image segmentation using the conventional neural 

network to increase the accuracy compared to the 

conventional methods. 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram showing various steps used in CNN 

The block diagram in Fig 1, depicts the various steps 

involved in the image processing technique such as pre-

processing; patch extraction, GLCM feature extraction, 

segmentation, classification by CNN and then final output. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture 

A. Pre-Processing: 

The primary task of pre-processing is to improve the quality 

of the MR images and make it in a form suited for further 

processing by human or machine vision system. In addition, 

pre-processing helps to improve certain parameters of MR 

images such as improving the signal-to-noise ratio, enhancing 

the visual appearance of MR image, removing the irrelevant 

noise and undesired parts in the background, smoothing the 

inner part of the region, and preserving its edges 

B. Skull Stripping: 

Skull stripping is an important process in biomedical image 

analysis, and it is required for the effective examination of 

brain tumor from the MR images. Skull stripping is the 

process of eliminating all non-brain tissues in the brain 

images. By skull stripping, it is possible to remove additional 

cerebral tissues such as fat, skin, and skull in the brain images. 

C. Morphological Image Enhancement: 

The most basic morphological operations are dilation and 

erosion. Addition of pixels to the boundaries of objects in an 

image is known as dilation and removal of pixels from object 

boundaries is known as erosion. The number of pixels added 

or removed from the objects in an image depends on the size 

and shape of the structuring element used to process the 

image. 

D. Feature Extraction: 

It is the process of collecting higher-level information of an 

image such as shape, texture, colour, and contrast. In fact, 

texture analysis is an important parameter of human visual 

perception and machine learning system. It is used effectively 

to improve the accuracy of diagnosis system by selecting 

prominent features. 

E. Segmentation: 

Segmentation of abnormal brain tissues and normal tissues 

such as gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from magnetic resonance (MR) 

images using feature extraction technique and Convolution 

neural networks (CNN) classifier. Image segmentation is the 

method of breaking down an image into small parts. 

Segmentation is performed to make the analysis easier. 

F. Convolutional Neural Networks 

Convolution Neural Network is also called as ConvNet. It is 

a deep machine learning algorithm which is used in analysing 

the Image. CNN uses many multilayer perceptions designed 

to get a less preprocessing time .These are also called as 

Space invariant or Shift invariant artificial neural network. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

The extraction of the brain tumour is done by the MATLAB 

using the classification of CNN  

The steps required as follows  

1) IMPORT IMAGE: the dataset containes tumour and 

non-tumour MRI images as input MRI images 

2) PREPROCESSING: the main task of preprocessing is to 

improve the quality of the MR images by filtering and 

enhancing the MR images 
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3) PATCH EXTRACTION: the use of patches in a MRI 

images requires that define a plane perpendicular to an 

axis to extract patches 

4) FEATURE EXTRACTION: the local feature enable the 

algorithm to better handle scale changes and rotation. 

Thus features are concatenated and the data is saved. 

5) CNN CLASSIFICATION: CNNS are multilayer feed-

forward networks specifically designed to recognize 

features in 2-D image data. By CNN classification the 

result obtained as tumour or non-tumour affected in the 

brain MRI images 

VI. RESULT 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The main goal of this project work is to design efficient 

automatic brain tumor classification with high accuracy, 

Performance and low complexity. 

In the conventional brain tumor classification, the 

computational time is high meanwhile accuracy is low. So to 

improve, to reduce the computation time, a convolutional 

neural network (CNN) based classification is introduced in 

the proposed scheme. Also the classification results are given 

as tumor or normal brain images.  CNN is one of the deep 

learning methods, which contains sequence of feed forward 

layers. Also MATLAB is used for Implementation. 
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